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ABSTRACT
Past research has demonstrated that removing implicit gender information from the user-item matrix does not result in substantial performance losses. Such results point towards promising solutions for protecting users’ privacy without compromising prediction performance, which are of particular interest in multistakeholder environments. Here, we investigate BlurMe, a gender obfuscation technique that has been shown to block classifiers from inferring binary gender from users’ profiles. We first point out a serious shortcoming of BlurMe: Simple data visualizations can reveal that BlurMe has been applied to a data set, including which items have been impacted. We then propose an extension to BlurMe, called BlurM(or)e, that addresses this issue. We reproduce the original BlurMe experiments with the MovieLens data set, and point out the relative advantages of BlurM(or)e.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When users rate, or otherwise interact with items, they may be aware that they are providing a recommender system with preference information. Less likely, is, however, that users know that interaction information can implicitly hold sensitive personal information. In this paper, we focus on the problem of binary gender information in the user-item matrix, which can be inferred by using a gender classifier. The state of the art in gender obfuscation for recommender system data, is to our knowledge, represented by Weinsberg et. al. [11], who propose a gender obfuscation approach for a user-item matrix of movie ratings, called BlurMe. Successful obfuscation means that a user’s gender cannot be correctly inferred by a classifier that has been previously trained on other users’ rating data. BlurMe accomplishes this obfuscation without a substantial impact on the prediction performance of the recommender system that is trained on the obfuscated data. Our study of BlurMe has revealed that it has a serious shortcoming. In this paper, we discuss this issue, and propose an extension to BlurMe, called BlurM(or)e, that addresses it. We test BlurM(or)e against a reimplementation of BlurMe, reproducing experiments from [11].

Obfuscation is an important tool to maintaining user privacy, alongside other tools such as encryption. Obfuscation is widely studied in other areas, but does not receive a great amount of attention in the area of recommender systems, exceptions are [2, 8]. Obfuscation can be added to the user-item matrix by users themselves, freeing them from an absolute dependency on the service provider to secure their data and use it properly. In [1, 2] the user can decide what data to reveal and how much protection is put on the data. Even trusted service providers can have issues, such as breaches, or data being acquired and used inappropriately [7].

The main contributions of this paper are:
• A discussion of a flaw we discovered in BlurMe.
• An extension to BlurMe, called BlurM(or)e, that addresses this issue.
• A set of experiments, whose results demonstrate the ability of BlurM(or)e to obfuscate binary gender in the user-item matrix with minimal impact on recommendation performance.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we cover the related work, before going on to present the shortcoming of BlurMe and our proposed improvement BlurM(or)e in Section 3. Next, we present our experiments and results in Section 4, and in Section 5 we discuss our reproduction of BlurMe1. We finish in section 6 with a discussion and conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss work most closely related to our own.

2.1 Obfuscating the User-Item matrix
In order to protect user demographic information in the user-item matrix, researchers have suggested data obfuscation. Data obfuscation (a.k.a. data masking) describes the process of hiding the original, possibly sensitive data with modified or even fictional data [10]. The goal is to protect the privacy of users, while maintaining the utility of the data. Data obfuscation can be done in several ways, e.g., [9] used lexical substitution as obfuscation mechanism for text or [5] used user groups instead of individual users to hide personal information from the recommender system. In BlurMe [11], the authors found that it is possible to infer the gender of users from their rating histories via basic machine learning classifiers. They proposed an algorithm, BlurMe, which successfully obfuscates the gender of a user, thereby blocking gender inference. BlurMe basically adds ratings to every user profile that are typical for the opposite gender, and is currently state of the art. The best performing BlurMe obfuscation strategy, the greedy strategy, decreases the

1The code for the reproduction as well as for BlurM(or)e and the exploratory analysis that we carried out is available at https://github.com/STrucks/BlurMore
accuracy of a logistic regression inference model from 80.2% on the original data to 2.5% on the obfuscated data (adding 10% extra ratings). The other proposed strategies have a smaller impact on the classification accuracy. For this reason, in this work, we focus on, and extend, the greedy strategy. Details and more explanations about the gender inference and obfuscation process can be found in section 5.

2.2 Inference on the User-Item matrix

The goal of BlurMe obfuscation is to protect against gender inference. The BlurMe [11] authors use basic machine learning models that can successfully infer users’ gender from the user-item matrix. The most recent work on inference on the user-item matrix is, to our knowledge, that of [6], who developed a deep retentive learning framework that beats the conventional, standard machine learning approaches in the task of inferring user demographic information. For gender inference, [6] achieves a classification accuracy of 82%. However, this is only 2% better than the standard logistic regression model used in [11]. We adopt the model from [11] here since it is sufficiently close to the state of the art for our purposes.

3 BUILDING A BETTER BLURME

3.1 The Issue with BlurMe

BlurMe [11] proposes a powerful algorithm that can obfuscate the gender of a user. However, BlurMe has an important flaw: If the rating frequency of the movies are visualized, it is possible to determine that BlurMe has been applied to the data set, and to identify the movies for which ratings have been added. In figure 1(A), the rating frequency is shown for 20 items from the MovieLens data set before obfuscation. In figure 1(B), the rating frequency is shown for the same 20 items after obfuscation with BlurMe. BlurMe exhibits sharp spikes of items; here, it is item ID 27 (called Persuasion), which is marked in red. These spikes indicate that BlurMe has been applied, and point to the movies for which ratings have been added. There are two dangers associated with these spikes. First, if BlurMe is running at an operating point of 10% extra ratings using the greedy strategy, as mentioned above, then the gender inference accuracy is 2.5%. This means that if the information is known that BlurMe has been applied, it is simple to reverse the decision of the classifier, and gender can be known with an accuracy of 97.5%. Second, if we do not know the operating point of BlurMe (<10% extra ratings will not guarantee us a gender classification accuracy that we can reverse), we still can find the spikes in the rating histogram, and attempt to reverse BlurMe. In order to find a BlurMe spike we would look for movies that are known not to be particularly popular, but still have a lot of ratings in the BlurMe data. In this paper, we focus on addressing the first danger, and leave the second to future work.

3.2 The Definition of BlurM(or)e

BlurM(or)e was inspired by an exploratory analysis that we carried out, which revealed that a large number of movies are indicative of a gender. For this reason, it is not necessary to restrict the algorithm to add ratings only to the most correlated movies (like the greedy strategy of BlurMe does). This means that we can mask the data without heavily relying on a small set of movies indicative of gender. Based on these insights, we designed BlurM(or)e, which works as follows: We create, just like BlurMe, two lists of movies, $L_f$ and $L_m$, that correlate most strongly with females and males respectively. After that, we alter every user profile by adding movies from the opposite gender list with the greedy strategy proposed in BlurMe [11]. However, if a movie has already doubled its initial rating count, it will be removed from the list. (We use $x2$, i.e., doubling, in this paper because it works well, and leave exploration of other possible values to future work). Also, we keep track of the number of added ratings, so that we can remove the same number later on. After every user has received extra ratings up to a fixed percentages of their original ratings, we remove ratings from users that have rated a lot of movies (here we choose $\geq 200$ movies, although future work could investigate other values). The idea is that these users provide already enough data for the gender classifier, so removing some of their ratings would not impact the classifier. This idea is also inspired by our exploratory analysis, which revealed that the gender classifier does not benefit from additional data once a user has already provided 200 ratings. This removal would be more difficult to diagnose in the user-item matrix, since exact information of the rating rates about users would need to be available.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND MAIN RESULTS

4.1 Data

This study uses the publicly available MovieLens data set\(^2\). We chose MovieLens 1M, which is also used by BlurMe [11], whose work we are reproducing and extending. MovieLens 1M contains 3.7K movies and about 1M ratings of 6K different users, and also information on binary user gender. It is important to note that the distribution in the data set is unbalanced: there are 4331 males that produced 750K ratings and 1709 females that produced 250K ratings. Statistics of the original and the obfuscated data sets, are summarized in Table 1. We note that the number of items decreases for BlurM(or)e data sets due to the fact that the algorithm might remove all ratings of a certain movies by accident.

\(^2\)https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
We compare the performance of our new obfuscation mechanism, BlurM(or)e, with the original obfuscation mechanism BlurMe. The performance is measured, in line with the experiments in BlurMe, by the classification accuracy of a logistic regression model that is trained on unaltered data, and tested on obfuscated data. The performance is cross-validated using 10-fold cross-validation. Table 2 shows that BlurM(or)e performs similarly to BlurMe. The more obfuscation is applied to the data set, the lower the classification accuracy is. Note that Table 2 contains the reproduction of BlurMe that is discussed in detail in section 5. A big advantage of BlurM(or)e is that an attacker cannot easily see that the data set is obfuscated. Figure 1 on the previous page shows the number of ratings per movie for 20 different movies in the MovieLens 1m data set. The red bar corresponds to the number of ratings for the movie with ID 27. After the BlurMe obfuscation is applied, the red bar spans approximately ten times its original size. This makes the attacker suspicious and indicates that the data set is obfuscated. However, if the BlurM(or)e obfuscation is applied, the red bar only doubles its size, which is less noticeable. Also, BlurM(or)e has more similar statistics to the original data. Table 1 shows that BlurM(or)e keeps the number of interactions as well as the density similar to the original MovieLens data set, while BlurMe produces a more dense data set with more interactions.

The reduction part of BlurM(or)e has a less noticeable effect on the data set. Since the ratings are removed randomly from users with an extreme number of ratings, the number of ratings per movies distribution does not change dramatically (the bar with ID 20 shrinks ≈ 10% of its original size in the BlurM(or)e data set).

### 4.2 Comparison of BlurMe and BlurM(or)e

Since we did not have the code of the original BlurMe [11], we reimplemented it in order to carry out the comparison in this paper. Because the paper was not specific about the settings of all parameters, it is not possible to create an exact replication. For completeness, we discuss our reimplementation here, so that authors building on our work have the complete details.

### 5 BLURME REPRODUCTION IN DETAIL

Following the experiments of [11], all classifiers are trained and tested on this user-item matrix with 10-fold cross-validation. We do not have information about the splits that were used, so we use our own splits. The ROC area under the curve as well as precision and recall are reported as performance measures. A comparison of the results can be seen in Table 4. The SVM uses a linear kernel and a C value of 1. For the Bernoulli classifier, the user-item matrix is transformed, so that every rating $x_{ij}$ that is greater than 0, is set to 1. This means that the Bernoulli Bayes classifier ignores the value of the rating and only uses information about whether a user $i$ rated the movie $j$ or not. All remaining parameters for the other classifiers are set to the default values.

There is about a 4% difference between the scores reported in the original BlurMe paper [11], and those we measured with our
reproduction. Further exploration revealed that normalization, in terms of scaling all ratings from values in [0, 5] to values in [0, 1], can have a large impact on scores. We do not focus on normalization further here, but point out its impact because it suggests that there are parameters that could have been adjusted that are not explicitly recorded in [11]. In this paper, we have chosen to focus on the logistic regression model, since it is the fastest and achieves the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>P/R</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>P/R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Gender inference results for both, BlurMe and the reproduction thereof. The performance is measured in ROC AUC, precision and recall.

Note that Table 4 uses ROC AUC as performance metric and Table 2 uses classification accuracy. This choice was made by BlurMe and for the sake of comparing the models, we did the same.

5.2 Gender Obfuscation

This section describes our reimplementation of the obfuscation approach of BlurMe [11]. Recall that the basic idea of BlurMe is to add fictional ratings to every user that are atypical for their gender. BlurMe [11] creates two lists, $L_f$ and $L_m$, of atypical movies for each gender by training and cross-validating a logistic regression model on the training set. The movies in $L_f$ and $L_m$ are ranked according to their average rank across the folds. The rank of a movie within a fold is determined by its coefficient that is learned by the logistic regression model. The lists $L_f$ and $L_m$ also include the average coefficient over all folds for each movie that serve as correlation metric between the movie and the user’s gender.

After these lists are created, BlurMe takes every user profile and adds $k$ fictive ratings to the profile for movies from the opposite gender list. The parameter $k$ limits the number of extra ratings and is set to 1, 5% or 10% in the original experiments. A male user with 100 ratings in the original data set would be obfuscated by adding 5 (for $k = 5\%$) fictive ratings from the female list.

There are some design choices left: Which movies should be selected from the lists and what should the fictive rating be? The authors of BlurMe [11] proposed three different selection strategies for the first problem: the Random Strategy, the Sampled Strategy and the Greedy Strategy. The Random Strategy chooses $k$ movies uniformly at random from the list, the Sampled Strategy chooses $k$ movies randomly, but in line with the score distribution of the movies. Thus, a movie that has a high coefficient is more likely to be added. Finally, the Greedy Strategy chooses the movie with the highest score. The authors do not mention the length of the lists, thus we chose to include all movies with a positive coefficient in the $L_f$ list, and all movies with a negative coefficient in the $L_m$ list.

For the fictive rating of a user $A$ for a movie $B$, BlurMe suggests using either the average rating for movie $B$ or the predicted rating for user $A$ for movie $B$. Since [11] reports that there is almost no difference between these approaches, we chose to set the extra ratings for a movie according to its respective overall average rating. This average is rounded, because only integer ratings are valid.

The authors of BlurMe take the following attack protocol into account: A gender inference model is trained on real, non-obfuscated data and tested on the obfuscated data. For this reason, the gender inference model is trained on unaltered data and tested on obfuscated data. They use 10-fold cross-validation and report the average classification accuracy of the model.

We report results achieved by our BlurMe reproduction in Table 5. The reproduction is generally congruent with the original. The difference is negligible, we can see that the classification accuracy decreases if the obfuscation increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extra ratings</th>
<th>0%</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlurMe</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance of BlurMe’s and the reproduction’s obfuscation algorithm measured by classification accuracy.

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this work points to a weakness in a state-of-the-art gender obfuscation algorithm, BlurMe [11], and presents an improved algorithm, BlurM(or)e, that addresses the issue. BlurM(or)e is shown to be able to obfuscate gender in the user-item matrix without substantial increase in RMSE. In other words, it keeps the utility of the data set intact. This work has shed light on some of the challenges of gender obfuscation.

We finish with a discussion of points from [11] that should be taken into account in future research. As mentioned before, normalization of the data set can have an enormous impact on the classification performance. In Table 5, we see that when our reproduction incorporates normalization the accuracy of gender inference still decreases with increasing obfuscation, but at a much slower rate.

In addition, BlurMe used the ROC area under the curve metric for the first gender inference experiments, yet changed to classification accuracy for the gender inference on the obfuscated data set. Using accuracy as a performance metric on imbalanced data sets is a practice that should be avoided. It is advised to report the ROC AUC, precision-recall AUC and ROC AUC on skew-normalized data when dealing with imbalanced data sets [3].

Finally, BlurMe declares (in [11]) the classification accuracy of 2.5% as a success. One can argue that the gender is only truly obfuscated if an attacking model achieves the same performance as a random classifier (i.e., exactly 50% accuracy, in the case of binary classification). This point should be taken into account in deciding the operational settings for BlurMe or BlurM(or)e. The decision also needs to consider the ease with which it is possible to detect whether a user’s data has been obfuscated. Future work will study possibilities for obfuscating obfuscation.
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